Recently, multilingual question answering became a crucial research topic, and it is receiving increased interest in the NLP community. However, the unavailability of large-scale datasets makes it challenging to train multilingual QA systems with performance comparable to the English ones. In this work, we develop the Translate Align Retrieve (TAR) method to automatically translate the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) v1.1 to Spanish. We then used this dataset to train Spanish QA systems by fine-tuning a Multilingual-BERT model. Finally, we evaluated our QA models with the recently proposed MLQA and XQuAD benchmarks for cross-lingual Extractive QA. Experimental results show that our models outperform the previous Multilingual-BERT baselines achieving the new state-of-the-art value of 68.1 F1 points on the Spanish MLQA corpus and 77.6 F1 and 61.8 Exact Match points on the Spanish XQuAD corpus. The resulting, synthetically generated SQuAD-es v1.1 corpora, with almost 100% of data contained in the original English version, to the best of our knowledge, is the first large-scale QA training resource for Spanish.
Introduction
Question answering is a crucial and challenging task for machine-reading comprehension and represents a classical probe to assesses the ability of a machine to understand natural language (Hermann et al., 2015) . In the last years, the field of QA has made enormous progress, primarily by finetuning deep pre-trained architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019b; Yang et al., 2019) on large-scale QA datasets. Unfortunately, large and high-quality annotated corpora are usually scarce for languages other than English, hindering advancement in Multilingual QA research. Several approaches based on cross-lingual learning and synthetic corpora generation have been proposed.
Cross-lingual learning refers to zero, and few-shot techniques applied to transfer the knowledge of a QA model trained on many source examples to a given target language with fewer training data. (Artetxe et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019a) On the other hand, synthetic corpora generation methods are machine-translation (MT) based designed to automatically generate language-specific QA datasets as training resources Lee et al., 2018; Türe and Boschee, 2016) . Additionally, a multilingual QA system based on MT at test time has also been explored (Asai et al., 2018) In this paper, we follow the synthetic corpora generation direction. In particular, we developed the Translate-Align-Retrieve (TAR) method, based on MT and unsupervised alignment algorithm to translate an English QA dataset to Spanish automatically. Indeed, we applied our method to the popular SQuAD v1.1 generating its first Spanish version. We then trained a Spanish QA systems by fine-tuning the Multilingual-BERT model. Finally, we evaluated our model on two Spanish QA evaluation set taken from the. Our improvements over the current Spanish QA baselines demonstrated the capability of the TAR method, assessing the quality of our synthetically generated translated dataset.
In summary, the contributions we make are the followings: i) We define an automatic method to translated the SQuAD v1.1 training dataset to Spanish that can be generalized to multiple languages. ii) We created SQuAD-es v1.1, the first large-scale Spanish QA. iii) We establish the current state-of-the-art for Spanish QA systems validating our approach. We make both the code and the SQuAD-es v1.1 dataset freely available 1 .
The Translate-Align-Retrieve (TAR) Method on SQuAD
This section describes the TAR method and its application for the automatic translation of the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) v.1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) into Spanish. 
NMT Training
We built the first TAR component training from scratch an NMT model for English to Spanish direction. Our NMT parallel corpus is created by collecting the en-es parallel data from several resources. We first collected data from the WikiMatrix project which uses state-of-the-art multilingual sentence embeddings techniques from the LASER toolkit 2 (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018a; Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018b) to extract N-way parallel corpora from Wikipedia. Then, we gathered additional resources from the open-source OPUS corpus avoiding domain-specific corpora that might produce textual domain mismatch with the SQuAD v1.1 articles. Eventually, we selected data from 5 different resources, such as Wikipedia, TED-2013, News-Commentary, Tatoeba and OpenSubTitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016; Wolk and Marasek, 2015; Tiedemann, 2012) . The data pre-processing pipeline consisted of punctuation normalization, tokenisation, true-casing and eventually a joint source-target BPE segmentation (Sennrich et al., 2016) with a maximum of 50k BPE symbols. Then, we filtered out sentences longer than 80 tokens and removed all source-target duplicates. The final corpora consist of almost 6.5M parallel sentences for the training set, 5k sentence for the validation and 1k for the test set. The pre-processing pipeline is performed with the scripts in the Moses repository 3 and the Subword-nmt repository 4 . We then trained the NMT system with the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) . We used the implementation available in OpenNMT-py toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) in its default configuration for 200k steps with one GeForce GTX TITAN X device. Additionally, we shared the source and target vocabularies and consequently, we also share the corresponding source an target embeddings between the encoder and decoder. After the training, our best model is obtained by averaging across the final three consecutive checkpoints. Finally, we evaluated the NMT system with the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) on our test set. The model achieved a BLEU score of 45.60 point showing that the it is good enough to be used as a pre-trained English-Spanish translator suitable for our purpose.
Source-Translation Context-Alignment
The role of the alignment component is to compute the alignment between the context sentences and their translations.
We relied on an efficient and accurate unsupervised word alignment called eflomal (Östling and based on a Bayesian model with Markov Chain Monte Carlo inference. We used a fast implementation named efmaral 5 released by the same author of eflomal model. The implementation also allows the generation of some priors that are used at inference time to align quickly. Therefore, we used tokenized sentences from the NMT training corpus to train a token-level alignment model and generate such priors.
Translate and Retrieve the Answers
The final component, defines a strategy to translate and retrieve the answers translation to obtain the translated version of the SQuAD Dataset. Giving the original SQUAD Dataset textual content, three steps are applied:
1. Translate all the (c src , q src , a src ) instances 2. Compute the source-translation context alignment align src−tran 3. Retrieve the answer translations a tran a using the source-translation context alignment align src−tran
The next sections describes in details the steps below.
Content Translation and Context-Alignment The first two steps are quite straightforward and easy to describe. First of all, all the (c src , q src , a src ) examples are collected and translated with the trained NMT model. Second, Each source context is split into sentences, and then the alignments between the context sentences and their translations are computed. Before the translation, each context source c src is split into sentences. Both the final context translation c tran and context alignment align(c src , c tran ) are consequently obtained by merging the sentence translations and sentence alignments, respectively. Furthermore, it is important to mention that, since the context alignment is computed at a token level, we computed an additional map from the token positions to the word positions in the raw context. The resulting alignment maps a word position in the source context to the corresponding word position in the context translation. Eventually, each source context c src and question q src is replaced with its translation c tran and q tran while the source answer a src is left unchanged. To obtain the correct answer translations, we designed a specific retrieval mechanism implemented in the last TAR component described next.
Retrieve Answers with the Alignment The SQUAD Dataset is designed for extractive question answering models where each question must be an answer that belongs to the paragraph. It poses a significant constraint to take into account when data are translated automatically. We found that in most cases, the translation of a paragraph is different from the translation of the answer that is contained in it. It may occur because a neural generative model, like the NMT, produces the translation of word conditioned on its context To overcome this issue, we leverage on the previously computed context alignment align src−tran . Therefore, we designed an answer extraction procedure that retrieves answers even when the answer translation is not contained in the paragraph translation. First, we use the align src−tran to map the word positions of the answer source (a start src , ..., a end src ) to the corresponding word positions of the answer translation (a start tran , ..., a end src ). Also, a position reordering is applied to extract the a ′ start tran and the a ′ end tran as the minimum and maximum over (a start tran , ..., a end src ), respectively. This position reordering accounts for the inversion during the translation. Then, for a given context, we look up the answer translation a tran as a span of the context translation c tran . The span it is searched from the corresponding start position a start tran in the context translation c tran . It is necessary to detect in which part of the context translation c tran the answer translation a tran is mapped, to prevent the extraction of the incorrect answer span when it appears more than one sentence. Furthermore, the a tran is lower-cased to improve the matching probability on the c tran . If the answer translated is found in context translation, it is retrieved. In the opposite case, we retrieve the answer translation a tran as the span between the a start tran and a end tran . The pseudo-code in figure 1 shows the algorithm implementation.
Algorithm 1: Implementation of the answer retrieval with alignment for each (c, q, a) example. The c src and c tran are the context source and translation, q src is the question source, a start src , a end src and a start tran , a end tran are the start and end positions for the answer source and the answer translation, align src−tran is the source-translation context alignment, and a tran is the retrieved answer. 
Error Analysis
As follows, we conduct a detailed error analysis in order to better understand the quality of the translated (c es , q es , a es ) data. The quality of the translated (c es , q es , a es ) examples in the SQuAD-es v1.1 Dataset depends on both the NMT model and the unsupervised alignment model. The interplay among them in the TAR method that determines the final result. Indeed, while bad NMT translations irremediably hurt the data quality also an erroneous source-translation alignment is responsible for the retrieval of wrong answer spans. Therefore, we carried out a qualitative error analysis on SQuAD-es v1.1 in order to detect and characterize the produced errors and the factors behind them. We inferred the quality of the (c es , q es , a es ) examples by looking at errors in the answer translations {a es }. Indeed, based on the TAR method, a wrong answer translation provides an easy diagnostic clue for a potential error in both the context translation c es or the source-translation context alignment align en−es . We also make use of the question translations {q es } to asses the level of correctness of the answer translations {a es }. We pointed out systematic errors and classified them in two types:
Type I: Misaligned Span The answer translation is a span extracted from a wrong part of the context translation and indeed does not represent the correct translation of the source answer. This error is caused to a misalignment in the source-translation alignment, or a translation error when the NMT model produces a context translation shorter than the source context that consequently generates a wrong span.
Type II: Overlapping Span The answer translation is a span with a certain degree of overlap with the golden span on the context translation. Indeed, it might contain some additional words or punctuation, such as trailing commas or periods. In particular, the additional punctuation is present when the source annotation exclude punctuation while words in the span contain these character, but the source annotation does not. Sometimes, we also found that the answer translation span overlaps part of the next sentence. This error type is generated by a slightly imprecise source-translation alignment or by an NMT translation error. Nevertheless, we noticed that often enough the resulting answer translation, respect to its question, turns out to be acceptable. Table 4 shows some examples of error type.
Overall, the two factors for these error types are both the NMT component and the alignment component in our TAR method. In order to have more quantitative idea of how the error types are distributed across the (c es , q es , a es ) examples, we randomly selected an article from SQuAD v1.1 and manually counted the error types. Besides, we divided the total examples into two sets, depending on how the answer translations are retrieved. The first set contains all the (c es , q es , a es ) instances, while the second, smaller set, contains only the (c es , q es , a es ) instances retrieved when the answer translation is matched as span in the context translation. In this way, we isolate the effect of the alignment component in the answer retrieval and evaluate its impact on the distribution of the error types. Table 1 shows the number of occurrence for each error type on the two sets of (c es , q es , a es ) examples. Table 1 : The number of error types occurrences and its percentage for two sets of (c es , q es , a es ) instances retrieved with and without alignment.
As a result, we found that the alignment is responsible for the introduction of a large number of error occurrences in the translated (c es , q es , a es ) instances. As a consequence, when the answer translations are retrieved with the sourcetranslation alignment, we found a significant increase of 40% of the total errors. On the other side, when the alignment is not involved in the retrieval process, the total number of translated examples is drastically reduced by 70% of the total number of examples in the other case. However, the number shows that the relative percentage of acceptable answers increased when the alignment is used. This analysis indicate that the TAR method can produce two kinds of a synthetical dataset, a bigger one with noisy examples and a smaller one with high quality. In the next section, we generate two Spanish translation of the SQuAD v1.1 training dataset, by considering or not (c es , q es , a es ) retrieved with the alignment, to empirically evaluate their impact on the QA system performance.
Cleaning and Refinements
After the translation, we applied some heuristics to clean and refine the retrieved (c es , q es , a es ) examples. Based on the error analysis, we post-processed the type II errors. In particular, we first filter out words in the answers translations belonging to the next sentences. Then, we removed the extra leading and trailing punctuation. Eventually, we also removed empty answers translations that might be generated during the translation process. Moreover, in order to examine the impact on the QA system performance, we produced two versions of the SQuAD-es v1.1 training dataset. A standard one, containing all the translated (c es , q es , a es ) examples and referred to as SQuAD-es v1.1 and another that keep only the (c es , q es , a es ) examples retrieved without the use of the alignment, named SQuAD-es-small. Table 2 shows the statistics of the final SQuAD-es v1.1 datasets in terms of how many (c es , q es , a es ) examples are translated over the total number of examples in its original English version. We also show the average context, question and answer length in terms of token. As a result, we the SQuAD-es v1.1 training contains almost the 100% of the SQuAD v1.1 data while the SQuAD-es-small v1.1 is approximately half the size, with a about 53% of the data. In the next section, these two SQUAD-es v1.1 datasets will be employed to train Spanish question Answering models.
SQuAD-es
SQuAD-es-small # of ex. 87595/87599 46260/87599 Avg. c len 140 138 Avg. q len 13 12 Avg. a len 4 3 
QA Experiments
We trained two Spanish QA models by fine-tuning a pre-trained Multilingual-BERT (mBERT) model on our SQuAD-es v1.1 datasets following the method used in (Devlin et al., 2018) . We employed the implementation in the open-source HuggingFace's Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019) . Our models have been trained for three epochs one GTX TITAN X GPU device using the default parameter's values set in the HugginFace scripts. The goal is to assess the quality of our synthetically generated datasets used as a training resource for Spanish QA models. We performed the Spanish QA evaluation on two recently proposed, freely available, corpus for crosslingual QA evaluation, the MLQA and XQuAD corpora (Lewis et al., 2019; Artetxe et al., 2019 Table 6 : Evaluation results in terms of F1 and EM scores on the XQuAD corpus for our Multilingual-BERT models trained with two versions of SQuAD-es v1.1 and the current Spanish Multilingual-BERT baselines the TAR method for synthetical corpora generation. The QA evaluation demonstrates that the performance on the Spanish MLQA and XQuAD benchmarks of the mBERT increased by 2.6 − 4.2% F1 score and 1.1 − 2.3% EM score when the SQuAD-es v1.1 dataset is used compared the SQuAD-es-small v1.1 dataset. Based on the error analysis in section 3, we can assume that the SQuAD-es v1.1 is a bigger but noisy dataset, compared to the SQuADes-small that is the smaller but more accurate. Therefore, we observe that the mBERT model may be robust enough to tolerate noisy data giving more importance to the quantity. This observation connects to the problem of quality versus quantity in synthetical corpora generation and its application to multilingual reading comprehension 
Conclusions
In this work we have designed a TAR method designed to automatically translate the SQuAD-es v1.1 training dataset to Spanish. Hence, we applied the TAR method to generated the SQuAD-es v1.1 dataset, the first largescale training resources for Spanish QA. Finally, we employed the SQuAD-es v1.1 dataset to train QA systems that achieved state-of-the-art perfomance on the Spanish QA task, demonstrating the efficacy of the TAR approach for synthetic corpora generation. Therefore, we make the SQuAD-es dataset freely available and encourage its usage for multilingual QA.
The results achieved so far encourage us to look forward and extend our approach in future works. First of all, we will apply the TAR method to translated the SQuAD v2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) and other large-scale extractive QA such as Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) . Moreover, we will also exploit the modularity of the TAR method to support languages other than Spanish to prove the validity of our approach for synthetic corpora generation.
